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In my experience, passive smoking is a hot topic that all doctors or
science researches talk about. In Japan, I do not know which age people start
smoking. As everyone knows that tobacco products contain one of the power
drug called nicotine which creates an addiction in your brain and also affecting
your healthy lung. Passive smoking exposure will not only affect your health, it
will affect the healthy environment for those people around us. In my opinion,
Japanese had a solution which provides about 50% of help to solve this
problem which is the smoking zone. Smokers only allowed to smoke in their
smoking zone which will be far away from the young children and teenagers.
I am very lucky when I come to Japan and live in Sendai city. This city is
called the city of trees with the clear air and the cool spectacle. City
Government seems to divide the zone for smokers efficiently. By the evidence,
the street is clean and I have not seen any tobacco butts on the way. I wonder
the other cities of Japan are also clear like this or not.
Then I had a new experience in Tokyo. This was the first time I come
the capital of Japan. From a small station near Haneda airport, I followed
many streets to my hotel which I had booked a room before. Astonishingly,
there were many tobacco butts on the sidewalk and next small cluster of
flowers. I kept going on the sidewalk until I had come across two men who
were dreaming in the tobacco smoke. Clearly, this area is public and is not the
smoking zone. I know that standing next the smoker within a radius of onemeter, we will seem the smoker or passive smoker. The tobacco smoke is not
affect in direct way that it makes a silent penetration and destroys us. The
smokers do not know that their works are a severe hurt to their health and the
people around them. I respect their hobby but that work exerts an influence on
my health and the people’s health, Government should smoking strictly
prohibited everywhere.
According to the report of World Health Organization, every year there
are about 5.4 millions dead by active smoking and about 600 thousands dead
by passive smoking in the world. Besides, they made an experiment to
evaluate the evils of cigarette for our lung. Each tobacco has about 18
milligrams pitch. Burning 150 tobaccos, the water in vase (this symbolic vase
is our lung) became yellow. Burning 230 tobaccos, the water became the color
like coffee. Burning 400 tobaccos, the water became black. After the pitch of
vase concentrated, the scientists achieved about 7.2 grams solid. This thing
broke into our lung after smoking. It has a long-term exist and make the lung
cancer. The passive smoker also inspires the same toxins as the active
smoker. Tobacco smoke can excite our skin, eyes, nose, and throat.
With above the reasons, it is necessary forbidden to smoke to protect
the green environment and our health. Let’s do it right now.

